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Tuesday - #TU-MR-1 Tuesday - #TU-OG-2 Tuesday - #TU-FE-3
8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $60 8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $80 8 Hours - 8 until 5 - See Pics for $

PINWHEEL SHAKER KITTEN HEAD Beaded Autumn or New Year's Cathead

Debbie Mroczenski Alice Ogden Patty Feather

11" Diameter x 3"H 4" Diameter x 2"H; 4"H w/Handle See Above

Basket starts with 6 sets of round reed This kitten head basket is perfect for those Learn to weave a Cathead with your

weavers intertwined to form the pinwheel who have never worked with black ash choice of basket. Beaded Autumn has

base. Continue with balanced 2/2 twining before. It's woven on a class wooden space dyed reed with bead detail at rim.

and 4-rod wale footer. Flat oval weaving form and has white oak rims and handle New Year's Cathead is woven with

continues to unique rim. Shaping the base to complete the basket. smoked, natural, and dyed reed teaching

and the rim are the challenges. descending and progressing of weaving.

Color Choices: As Shown, Natural. Color Choices: As Shown. Color Choices: As Shown.

Special Tools: Small Awl and Choose One Basket - Both are taught

Bent Nose Pliers. within the same class.

Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

Tuesday - #TU-TA-4 Tuesday - #TU-CI-5 Tuesday - #TU-BD-6
8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $125 8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $85 6 Hours - 10 until 5 - $90

ANTLER BOWL-LIEVABLE NATURALLY TEXTURED 6" DESIGN WORKSHOP

Pam Talsky Char Ciammaichella Denise Bendelewski

12" - 16" Diameter x 2" - 5"H 12"L x 8"W x 16"H 6" Diameter x 6"H

Starting with a pre-drilled and ribbed Woven on a wood base, students will 6" Nantucket basket made using

shed antler, students will weave with weave a start/stop twill weave into an choice of dyed and natural cane for

cedar, sea grass, and a variety of natural arrow pattern, chase weave with round weavers and staves. Base and formed

and leather materials. Hands on drilliing reed, and 3 and 4 rod twining. A special rims are maple wood. Student will be 

demo in class. You will finish two sections handle will be made while weaving the set up on a class mold. There will be

in class and complete on your own. sides with round and flat oval reeds. five designs to choose from.

Color Choices: Many materials Color Choices: As Shown, Natural. Color Choices Available in Class or

available in class to choose from. Contact Teacher For Specific Request.

Special Tools: Pointed Packer.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class

*May Need to Finish Outside of Class*

$70
8"Dia x 10"H

$65
9"Dia x 12"H
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Tuesday - #TU-CU-7 Tuesday - #TU-BE-8 Tuesday - #TU-MA-9
6 Hours - 10 until 5 - $45 7 Hours - 9 until 5 - $65 4 Hours - 8 until Noon - $50

SUNRISE OVER SILHOUETTE or KUMIKO Arrowhead Harvest

SAN JUAN LANDSCAPE Becky Bechtel Karen Maugans

Tonya Cubeta - 2" Diameter x 2"H 14"L x 9"W x 5 1/2"H; 12"H w/Handle 14"L x 9"W x 10"H w/Handle

Your choice of basket design taught in the Fun to weave market style basket begins Market style basket has a woven and

same class. The waxed linen baskets are on stained and poly sealed hardwood filled base and has a flat top D handle.

made on a mold which is included in cost. base. Using either bright colors or Students will use both flat and flat oval

You will be taught how to change colors subdued neutrals, learn to braid weave reeds to weave. Smoked reed will be the

and finish the basket with a braided the accent section. A handle wrap with accent color to create the arrows.

border. matching color details finishes the design.

Color Choices: As Shown. Color Choices: In Class. Colors Choices: As Shown in Natural

Choose One Basket - Both are taught Choose from a variety of brightly dyed and Smoked Reeds.

within the same class. reeds or subdued neutral tones.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class

*May Need to Finish Outside of Class*

Tuesday - #TU-KL-10 Tuesday - #TU-NE-11
4 Hours - 1 until 5 - $85 4 Hours - 1 until 5 - $50

CELTIC KNOT PURSE PINE NEEDLE MILITARY or GEMSTONE CENTER

Julie Kleinrath Barbara Nelson

9"L x 7"W x 7"H w/o Handle 7" Diameter

Woven on an oval wood base, this basket Choose to make a basket or wall hanging

features a celtic knot on one side and an using either a laser engraved military

intricate knot on the back side. The or agate / cabochon stone center.

basket is finished with a beautiful fabric You choose your center, dyed and

liner as well as a matching braided natural pine needles, and waxed threads

handle. or imitation sinew. 

Color Choices: Several accent color Color Choices: Several colors and

options as well as fabric liners and options available in class.

handles to choose from in class. Tools provided in class.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class

Sunrise over
Silhouette

San Juan
Landscape

Choose One
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Wednesday - #WE-OG-1 Wednesday - #WE-TA-2 Wednesday - #WE-FE-3
8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $120 8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $95 8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $60

SHAKER BERRY BASKET OCEAN CURRENTS SMOKE AND ROSES

Alice Ogden Pam Talsky Patty Feather

8"L x 6"W x 4"H; 7"H w/Handle 7"L x 6"W x 3 1/2"H 16"L x 10"W x 5"H

Basket has black ash splints and is chase Starting with a beautiful, footed and A nicely sized catch-all basket. All

woven over a form provided using 1/4" finished hardwood base, enjoy coiling with over 3 / under 3 twill hounds tooth

uprights and 3/23" weavers. specially prepared glycerin pine needles pattern is created using smoked and

The lengthwise handle and rims are made and artifical sinew. Learn how to add natural reed. Base and sides are woven

of white oak. All materials are harvested beads and create "motion" of the ocean the same. A basic rim uses sinew for

by Alice and are the highest quality. currents in the pattern. lashing.

Color Choices: As Shown. Color Choices: Students will have Color Choices: As Shown in

a large selection of beads in class. Smoke and Natural Reeds.

Intermediate Class Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

Wednesday - #WE-CI-4 Wednesday - #WE-KL-5 Wednesday - #WE-KA-6
8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $86 4 Hours - 8 until Noon - See Pics for $ 6 Hours - 1 until 7 - $52

BRAIDED HARMONY BEADED JEWELRY BASKET or SHADED FEATHERS CHEROKEE MARKET

Char Ciammaichella Julie Kleinrath Candace Katz

18"L x 14"W x 9"H See Above. 12"L x 6"W x 6"H w/o Handle

Spokes are inserted into a wood base in a Woven on a pre-finished wood base. Basket is woven on an oval slotted base.

specific pattern. Weaving consists of Shaping is a big feature. Hoop is provided Weaving techniques include continuous

triple twining, 3 rod arrow, start/stop and will become your inside rim. Beads chase weave using dyed reed and sea

sea grass, natural, and dyed reed. You accent Jewelry basket. Shaded Feathers grass, start/stop weaving with maple

will braid sea grass to make the handle includes fabric liner. Both lashed with strip, Cherokee wheels, and triple twining.

and then attach it to the sides. waxed linen and include lids. Finish with a redbird handle.

Color Choices: Burgundy or Black Color Options: As Shown, Color Choices:

Beaded Jewelry: Black & Natural Bright Navy, Teal, Rust,

Shaded Feathers: In Class Options Black, and Purple.

Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

Beaded Jewelry $55
6" Diameter x 3"H

Shaded Feathers $70
5" Diameter x 5"H
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Wednesday - #WE-BE-7 Wednesday - #WE-CU-8 Wednesday - #WE-HU-9
8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $90 6 Hours - 1 until 7 - $70 6 Hours - 1 until 7 - $45

LAYLA or GABBIE Gathering Baskets LIGHT THE WAY ISHI

Becky Bechtel Tonya Cubeta Debbie Hurd

18"L x 14"W x 11"H 3" Diameter x 9"H 12"L x 6"W x 6"H

Your choice of two LARGE gathering Light the Way is made over a solar light, Ishi is woven on an oval wood base.

baskets woven on hardwood bases. Layla so the it really lights up! It is woven with Techniques include basic weaving skills,

has a spiral effect on both sides; Gabbie reed and hamburg cane, natural and chase weaving, triple twining, reverse

has vertical overlays. Both have custom dyed and starts out on a wooden base. triple twining, and adding side

made pottery handles. Learn how to Once finished you will add the embellishments.

control shaping of large baskets. embellishments to give it a unique look.

Color Choices: As Shown Color Choices: As Shown. Color Choices Available in Class.

Layla: Black (Shown stained Driftwood) Special Tools: Small Bent Tip Packer

Gabbie: Green (Shown stained Oak)

Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

*May Need to Finish Outside of Class*

Wednesday - #WE-BD-10 Wednesday - #WE-BD-11 Wednesday - #WE-MR-12
6 Hours - 1 until 7pm - $90 4 Hours - 8 until Noon - $65 4 Hours - 8 until Noon - $40

6" POLYGON 3" ROUND NANTUCKET PINCUSHION CHAINS

Denise Bendelewski Denise Bendelewski Debbie Mroczenski

6" Diameter x 3"H 3" Diameter x 2"H 6" Diameter x 5"H

8 sided Natucket basket made with 3" round Nantucket basket will be set up Chains is all about the rim. Round reed

choice of space-dyed cane for weavers on a class mold. Basket has a cherry base spokes are inserted into a slotted wood

using solid dyed cane for staves. and slip on rim. Pin cushion made with base. Weaving on a mold that is yours

6" Basket has a maple base and walnut shell will be added after basket and a quick weave to the top. Plenty of

slip on rim. is woven. time will be available to concentrate on

Students will set up on a class mold. the interlocking chain weave rim.

Color Choices Available in Class or Choices of Pin Cushion in Class. Color Choices: As Shown, Natural.

Contact Teacher For Specific Request. Special Tools: Small Awl and

Special Tools: Pointed Packer. Special Tools: Pointed Packer. Bent Nose Pliers.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

Layla

Gabbie
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Wednesday - #WE-MA-13 Wednesday - #WE-MR-14 Wednesday - #WE-BE-15
4 Hours - 8 until Noon - $35 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $30 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $35

BREAD & NAPKIN BASKETS TRIVET PATCHOULI Beaded Biscuit Basket

Karen Maugans Debbie Mroczenski Becky Bechtel

Napkin 8x8x3; Bread 9 1/2" Diameter 6"L x 6"W x1"H 8" Diameter x 6"H

Complimentary pieces that are fun to use Trivet is woven with heavy weight, corded A fun table basket with spoke placement

on your dining table. Both baskets start on paper strapping, a byproduct of a paper and weaving pattern to achieve a vertical

drilled wooden bases using round and flat mill in Wisconsin. Learn to weave a chain striped look. The rim technique has 

oval reed with braided borders. Price for of square knots to form unique square added wood beads on round reed for 

class includes BOTH projects. trivet. All paper strapping will be prepared a finishing touch.

and a misting bottle is included.

Color Choices: In Class Color choices available in class. Color Choices: As Shown,

Natural and Smoked Reeds.

Beads may vary slightly in each kit.

Beginner Class Beginner Class Beginner / Intermediate Class

*May Need to Finish Outside of Class*

Wednesday - #WE-TA-16 Wednesday - #WE-CI-17 Wednesday - #WE-KL-18
2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $45 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $33 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $35

ALASKAN CEDAR BRACELETS TWINING FOR THE HOLIDAYS BEADED VASE

Pam Talsky Char Ciammaichella Julie Kleinrath

Diameter to fit your wrist. 9"L x 5"W x 5"H w/o Handle 4" Diameter x 6"H

Using hand harvested and prepared Cute holiday basket started on wood Woven base is a six sided design. Basket

Alaskan Yellow Cedar bark, students will base. Techniques include start/stop is then woven over a drinking glass that

learn to plait this beautiful bracelet. Kit weaving, 4 rod twining paired with 3 rod is included. A twill design with flat reed

includes enough to do two bracelets. twining. Fun techniques for cute basket! and bands of twining between the rows

You will finish one bracelet in class. A swing handle or stationary handle will of beads. Vase is finished with a braided

be provided. rim.

Color Choices: As Shown Color Choices: Purple and Green or Color Choices: As Shown, Natural

Special Tools: Small awl, clothes pin, and Red and Green. with Many Choices of Beads to

skinny needle nose pliers or hemostat. (As Shown in Above Pictures) Choose from in Class.

Intermediate Class Beginner Class Beginner Class

*Finish One / Take One* *May Need to Finish Outside of Class*

or
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Thursday - #TH-MR-1 Thursday - #TH-OG-2 Thursday - #TH-FE-3
7 Hours - 8 until 4 - $75 6 Hours - 8 until 3 - $95 7 Hours - 8 until 4 - $70

INTERLACED DYED KITTEN HEAD Ombre' Cross

Debbie Mroczenski Alice Ogden Patty Feather

12" Diameter x 6"H 4" Diameter x 4"H 14" Diameter x 10"H

Interlaced is all about the rim. Start with This popular basket starts with a Ombre' Cross has a unique cross shaped

round reed spokes inserted into a slotted pre-woven base and the sides are black base. Students learn how to leave out the

wood base. Weave on a class mold for a ash splints. Students will use a chase corners of the square base and weave in

perfect shape and quick weave to the top. weave to create the stripes. The basket a cross pattern. Basket becomes round

Plenty of time to spend on the interlaced is finished with an oak inside rim to as colors gradually lighten. Students

technique for a dynamic and lovely rim. provide strength. will also learn a braid weave at the top.

Color Choices: As Shown, Natural. Color Choices: As Shown. Color Choices: As Shown.

Intermediate Class Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

*May Need to Finish Outside of Class*

Thursday - #TH-TA-4 Thursday - #TH-CI-5 Thursday - #TH-KL-6
6 Hours - 8 until 3 - $65 6 Hours - 8 until 3 - $55 6 Hours - 8 until 3 - $65

GO NUTS! FUNFETTI AMETHYST DREAM

Pam Talsky Char Ciammaichella Julie Kleinrath

2 1/2"-3"L x 3 1/2-4"W x 1 1/2-2"H 12"L x 8"W x 7"H, 12"H w/Handle 9" Diameter x 8"H

Learn to coil a little nut cup - or 2 or 3! Colorful basket started on wood base. Woven on a square, pre-finished wood

Start with a walnut slice center, learn to Colorful spoke overlays are added after a base and woven in smoked and dyed

coil a reversible chain stitch. Several paired 3 rod arrow using 3 different colors amethyst reeds using a twill design and

design options taught including adding a of reed. Most of the basket is woven in alternating the colors. Shaping is big

wrapped row "foot" and accenting beads. continuous under 1 / over 1 weave. More feature. Embellished with an 

Materials provided for three baskets. overlays are added to accent the swirl. amethyst and metal tie-on.

Color Choices: Students will have Color Choices: As Shown in Color Choices: As Shown with

a large selection of beads in class. Blue, Koi, and Green Many Embellishments to Choose

Special Tools: Sewing Scissors & OTT Light From in Class

Beginner Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

*Finish One / Take Two*
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Thursday - #TH-KA-7 Thursday - #TH-HU-8 Thursday - #TH-BE-9
6 Hours - 8 until 3 - $55 6 Hours - 8 until 3 - $50 6 Hours - 8 until 3 - $48

PARAGON POSEIDON ELLA Stained Glass Window Jar

Candace Katz Debbie Hurd Becky Bechtel

12" Diameter x 5"H 12" Diameter x 7" H 6" Diameter x 9" H

Paragon has a slotted base with attached Woven on a round wood base with lots Woven on a wood base with a frosted

handle. Lattice weaving over a maple strip of techniques. Students will learn 4 rod glass jar, Ella uses only round reed to

enhance the basket along with augmented wale, twill with 1-2-3 pattern, 5 rod wale, create a stained glass window effect by

butterfly knots. Choices for the addition creating stacked rows and reversing them, the placement of the spokes and twining.

of butterfly knots will include different triple twining, and a folded rim. Space Patience will be needed but the weaving

styles of weaving and materials. dyed reed is used. is a simple technique.

Color Choices: Color Choices: Color Choices: As Shown, Natural.

Coral, Sage Green, Teal, Mediterranean (Blues) or Special Tools: Several Small Clips, Awl,

and Purple. Fall Concept. Wire Cutters, & Needle Nose Pliers.

Intermediate Basket Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

When choosing your basket classes, please note the skill level, special tools that may be required, and the time
allowed for each class. Make sure that you are able to meet the class requirements.

Please remember that it is not fair to the instructor or the other students to take a class that is beyond your level
of expertise and that you are not ready to handle.

Note the dimensions of your chosen projects. Many are either smaller or larger than they appear in the photo.

You have a BASKET CHOICE OPTION in some classes where more than one basket is being taught within the same
class. Please be sure to make a choice between the two that are offered.

You have COLOR CHOICES on some projects that must be made when making your class selections on the 
Registration Form. Please be sure to make the appropriate selections. If no selection is made, one may be 
assigned for you.

PRE-ORDER KITS: If you would like to pre-order a kit for a class to be available for pick up at Teachers Marketplace
please contact the teacher and make payment arrangements with them directly. The class fee INCLUDES the kit
for the project. Pre-ordered kits are for classes in which you were either not assigned to take or for additional
full kits that you would like to purchase.

I encourage you to visit the teacher's websites. Many have patterns, kits, and/or supplies available for purchase
that can also be delivered to Marketplace for pick up. 

PLEASE NOTE: Some baskets and projects have notations that additional time may be required to complete the
project. You will be given the skill set needed for completion outside of the class should you not finish within
the time frame given. You may also choose to complete your unfinished project during open weave times when
various teachers will be available to asssist you should you need further instruction.

Class Selection Notes & Instruction
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DENISE BENDELEWSKI www.Magnolia-Baskets.com hmbcdb@aol.com
Denise has been weaving baskets since 1999. She particularly enjoys taking reed-weaving techniques and using
them to make her Nantucket baskets unique. She started adding colored cane to her Nantuckets several years
ago to add a new look to the traditional baskets. She is now a primary supplier of colored cane and reed to 
Nantucket and traditional basket makers through her business Magnolia Baskets. She is the co-owner of the
Nantucket Woodlands Retreats and has taught at several guilds and conventions. Denise is also co-author of
"The Nuts and Bolts of Nantucket Basket Weaving" with Joni-Dee Ross. Denise is a retired Veterinary Technician
and now works part-time as a receptionist at a local vet. She also enjoys showing dogs and breeding dogs and has
had top winning Wheaten Terriers.

CHAR CIAMMAICHELLA www.CharsWeavings.com charweave@gmail.com
Char has been weaving for over 20 years and teaching for the last 12 years. She weaves mainly with reed and
loves playing with color placement to get many different and interesting patterns. She teaches at home, at guild
gatherings, and many weaving conventions. She loves teaching and passing down the weaving techniques to all.
She has opened her website, www.charsweaving.com, to purchase basket kits and basket related jewelry, and is
constantly trying new techniques, colors, and ideas. She has been the coordinator for WinterWeave Conference
in Ohio the last 20 years.

TONYA CUBETA tcubeta@gmail.com
Tonya has been weaving baskets for over 30 years. She started weaving in NC when her husband was stationed
there and has loved it ever since. She still enjoys teaching at her house and also at conventions. She also enjoys
taking classes and weaving with friends. Her favorite baskets to weave are minatures, the smaller the basket, the
better. Plus it's easier to find a place to display her creations!

BECKY BECHTEL www.BrightExpectationsBaskets.com beckybechtel@gmail.com
In comparison to the longevity of the teaching careers of most teachers, Becky is a newcomer to the teaching
circuit. The majority of her basket designs are geared toward the intermediate level weaver. Patterns and 
completed baskets are available on her website and also in her online Etsy shop. Mid-2015, she began a 
newsletter titled "The Reed Reader" which is published monthly. It now has over 800 subscribers and 
continues to grow. The 2017 "Weaving in the Sunshine State" was the first weaving retreat she organized and she
is hoping to continue sharing her love of all things basketry related and provide a venue for others to receive 
instruction from some of the best teachers available. Thanks you so much for being a part of this event!

PATTY FEATHER www.FeatherBaskets.com patty@featherbaskets.com
Patty began weaving in the year of 2000, attending numerous conferences and exploring unusual materials and
techniques in her designs. She has been teaching professionally for 13 years, starting in a mixed media artist's
guild in Paducah, KY and expanding her exposure by forming active guilds in Paducah and Mayfield, KY and 
Evansville, IN. Patty's basket making supply business, Feather Baskets, is based out of her home in Florida where
she develops new designs. She has taught at conferences and retreats nationwide as well as in her home.

DEBBIE HURD www.BasesToWeave.com debbie@basestoweave.com
Debbie began weaving almost 30 years ago at a community education program in Arkansas. She happily retired
from teaching Reading Recovery in 1st grade and is now active designing new baskets, traveling, and working
with her local guild. She has taught in AR, KS, OK, MO, IL, IN, NC, TX, OH, KY, WI, AL, and NE at conventions,
guilds, and small groups. She and Candace Katz co-own their business, Bases to Weave.

CANDACE KATZ www.BasesToWeave.com candace@basestoweave.com
Candace has been weaving for 20 years and teaching for 15 years. Her designs include wood bases woven with
reed, maple, and cane. She has taught at MBG, LLWB, KBA, NCBA, Stateline, Oklahoma, and Kansas weekend
retreats. Candace is partners with Debbie Hurd in Bases to Weave, a supplier of wood base products for basket
weaving. She enjoys meeting new people, visiting with old friends, and sharing tips and tricks. For her the journey
is all about the love of the weave!

JULIE KLEINRATH www.WovenDesigns.com wovenjulie@gmail.com
Julie has been weaving since 1990 and teaching since 1993. She published her first book in 2010 and is working
on her second reflecting her own designs and tidbits that will assist any level of weaver. Julie's baskets have been
exhibited in galleries and have won several awards. She has taught at conventions and for private groups in over
35 states. She is currently working out of her studio and store located in Grand Junction, Colorado. Her favorite
part of teaching is seeing the joy on her student's faces when they finish their first basket.

Teacher Biographies:
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KAREN MAUGANS knkcreations@newhopetel.net
Karen took up weaving in 1999 quickly falling in love with the art. So much so upon retirement she immediately
went to work in a basket shop and then began teaching. She and her husband, Kim (who is also a weaver and a
teacher) now own "KnK Creations". KnK Creations is a home based business carrying a full line of basketry supplies
and offers monthly classes in their studio. Other interests are reading, gardening, church functions, and enjoying
the pleasures of each new day. She and Kim live in a small community called New Hope in the Shenandoah Valley
of Virginia. They hav a small place in the woods and share a mixture of pets - goats, chickens, and an ample supply
of cats.

DEBBIE MROCZENSKI debmro@wi.rr.com
Debbie started weaving in 1992 at a PTO meeting. She has shared her skills with family and friends and also taught
4-H. She has taught at East Troy Basketry in Wisconsin, Canada, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, and Missouri. In
2014, she won first place in the professional / teacher category at the Michigan convention. Debbie enjoys all
types of weaving and finds it is a wonderful way to unwind and relax. She is looking forward to meeting and 
sharing her designs with all of you.

BARBARA NELSON www.ArtGalStudio.Etsy.com bnelson7@cfl.rr.com
Barbara attended the Art Institute of Ft. Lauderdale and holds degrees in Advertising Design and Fashion
Illustration. She spent most of her career as Senior Art Director for Belks Dept. Stores where she produced
catalogs and directed photo shoots. In 1996 she discovered pine needle basketry and now enjoys teaching others
at gourd events and retreats throughout the southeast. Her online Etsy shop and Facebook page provide
premium dyed pine needles, threads, and many other related supplies. Watch for her upcoming website, 
www.DyedPineNeedles.com.

ALICE OGDEN www.AliceOgden.com alice@aliceogden.com
Alice is a traditional black ash basketmaker and considered a master of her trade. She has been making baskets
for more than 30 years. Her baskets are prized by collectors all over the country. Each of her baskets and kits are
crafted entirely of materials collected from the woods and swamps of New Hampshire and prepared by hand.
Alice prepares the logs, strips the splints, and then refines and cuts the splints for basketweaving. Alice and her
work have been featured on television shows in New England and in publications such as The Boston Globe, 
various books and magazines. She is a member of the League of New Hampshire Craftsmen, the New Hampshire
State Council on the Arts, and a recipient of a regional artist fellowship from the New England Foundation for
the Arts.

PAM TALSKY www.PamTalsky.com pamtalsky@wi.rr.com
It started with a pine needle basket in 1994. Pam has since traveled to Thailand with the Royalwood tour and has
made 13 trips to Alaska to learn Pine Needle Basketry from Jeannie McFarland and Native Haida weaving from
Delores Churchill. She also goes to harvest her own western red and Alaskan yellow cedar barks and Sitka spruce
root. She loves everything about weaving from the gathering and preparation of materials to creating beautiful
and functional vessels. The connection of weaving across cultures continues to amaze and inspire her. Pam has
earned numerous prestigious awards. Her works of art are on display & have been exhibited at several museums.
Pam has also donated her time and efforts in creating a family of teepee's (still in use) for a Ronald McDonald
House and has traveled to India to teach local women the art of pine needle basketry to create an industry with
income for them using their long leaf Cher pine needles.
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